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Abstract
A system to automatically locale and recognize ZIP Codes in
bandwritlen address is described. Given a grey-teale image of
a bandwritlen address block. tbe system preprocesses tbe image by tbresaoldin~. border remOfti and undertiDe remOfti.
One or more candidale words for tbe ZIP Code are isolated.
Esca candidate is divided into 5 or 9 segments and recognition
is atlempteci on escil segmenL Digit recognition is accomplisbed by means of an arbitration procedure tbat takes as input tbe decisions 0; tbree different classifiers: templale
matebin~ usio~ stored prototypes.. a mDed approacb tbat uses
statislica.t and strucmra.l analysis of digit boundary, and a rulebased approam to analyze digit strokes. Tbe mait of ZIP
Code recognition is verified usio~ a postal directory. Performance of tbe system. still under refinement. is Promisioll.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem or automatically determining the
destination ZIP Code from handwritten postal addresses. The
ZIP Code is a five- or nine-digit number which is the principal
information used in United States post offices to SOrt mail.
About 15 percent oi First-Class mail handled by the United
States Postal Service (USPS) is handwritten (either handpnnted or cursive). which transiates into nearly ten billion mail
pieces annually [6]. Present postal optical character recognition systems were designed to read machine printed mail. Only
a smail percentage of handwritten addresses are recognized
thus leaVIng a large volume of mail that must be processed
in costly semiautomatic or manual processes.
There are various charactenstics that make the Handwritten
ZIP Code Recogrution «HZR) problem challenging. Some of
these characteristics are: addresses where the ZIP Code is not
in the last tine. which makes the ZIP Code location problem
non-trivial. underlines In the address which maice ZIP Code

iocation and lugit segmentation difficult, and poorly formed
addresses witJlout a ZIP Code that may be incorrectly identified as contaiping a ZIP Code.
A completd system for unconstrained HZR needs many
components. At the most basic: image processing lew!. an in·
put image m~ be thresholded and noise (e.g.. i.rmmult lines)
must be rem• • The text line locations in the address must
then be detendined. separated into words, and candidates for
the ZIP Code, bty name, and state name must be determined.
The city and sque names may have to be read either to verify
the ZIP Code lor because the ZIP Code is absent.
Section 2 giVes the present control structure for a system
under developntent. Section 3 describes the preprocessing steps
of thresholdin~ border removaJ. and horizonrai line removaL
ZIP Code loca~on is described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses ZIP Cod~ recognition; it includes descriptions of three
digit recognitiod algorithms and an arbiuation proc:edure. Section 6 deals wit~ performance evaJuation. enor normalization
procedure. and ~he experimental resWt5. Section 7 contains
plans for further improving the system.
\

2. Control Stjructure
i

The Cl1lT1mt v.brsion of the system contains the following
operational uniul:
I. Border rem~;
2. Thresholding; •
3. Horizontal linJ removai;
~. Text line segmentation;
5. Locating ZIP <Fode candidates:
6. ZIP Code ~entation;
~. Digit recognitidn;
8. Comparing rec(,gnized ZIP Code with legal ZIP Codes.
The tlow of co~ttol in the currem HZR system is shown
in Figure 1. The system begins when a grey-level address block
image is input. 1)e image is thresholded using an adaptive
thresholding technique. Underlining is removed from the imJge. Then. the im~e text is segmented into text lines.. This
process classifies each connected component as a member of
one or more lines land thus establishes the relative locations
of features in the ~mage.
Although ZIP C~e candidates can occur in any of the bottom six lines. rougbly 90.,.. of the ZIP Codes can be found
in line t. and another 5070 of the ZIP Codes fall into line 2
[2]. Furthermore, i~ lines 3 and above. non-ZIP Code digits
(such as a box number) that can be rn.istAkeIl for a ZIP Code
often occur. (Note: l the lines are numbered from bottom to
tOp.)
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~e

processed to determine
identification and confideDce of its
digits.
,
To process the
the ZIP Code regmemarioD propam
divides it into either S or dipts. 1ben. the digit mcogaition pr0grams an: applied to d
' e the idcmit.y of ada sepncnted
digit. If all dilits an: identified with sufficient ccmfidaIce. the ZIP
Code candidate is
a confidence value based on the confidence of the individual dilits. Furthermore. if the candidate has
9-digits. the confidence is increased. This is because IDJcandidate
with 9 recognized digits ~ very likely the COrmlCt ZIP Code. If
any of the diptS is not refognized. the ZIP Code caadidate is assigned a confidence valu~ of -1". Also. if the candidate is not
in a directofY of validj· Codes. it isassignedac:onfidencevaiue
of" -I".
Whether or not a
• Code was found in the fust location.
the second locatiOn=r:'
I
to fmd a ZIP Code. The pr0cessing of the second
'
is identica.i to the processing of the
fIrst candidate. except
no additional sean:hes are made for
other candidates.
Next.. a dleck is made to see whidl (if either) of the caDdidates
should be determined tolbe the ZIP Code. A candidate is considered valid if itS confidcDc:e is ~ a thresboJd (CUl'Jaltiy set at
0,0). This simply means
all of the ZIP Code digiu were recognized and the digitS comfrise a valid ZIP Code. If neither candidate is valid, the control ~tructUl"e returns a rejection message. If
only the flrst candidate valid. that candidate's ZIP Code value
is returned as the solutio If only the second candidate is valid.
that candidate's ZIP C . value is rerumed as the solution if its
contidence is ~ 0.8. htis higher confidence value is requinId
because the candidates dhosen from the second location ha¥e a
higher likelihood of ~r.
If both candidates haVe valid 5-digit ZIP Codes. the CODuol
structure returns a rejecti~n message. Both candidates are rejected
to avoid confusion ~ a ZIP Code and some non-ZIP Code
identiflcation number (S¥ch as a box number). If one or more of
the candidates is a valid~Pt ZIP Code. the ZIP Code with the
highest contidence is chpsen.
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FIGURE 1. flow of aJntrOi in ZIP Code Iocaaoa IlDd rec:opidoa.
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3. Preprocessing
To avoid selecting invalid ZIP Code candidates and still select most
of the valid ZIP Code candidates. we CUJ1'eIldy consider only the
bottom tWO lines.
Therefore. the system uses the ZIP Code location program to
search for tWO ZIP Code candidates. one eadl from lines I and
1. Each candidate is assigned a coniidence from -I to .,.1. where
- 1 representS a very Jow contidence and + I representS a very high
cont1dence that the candidate IS a ZIP Code. First. the control
muaure invoices the ZIP Code location program to locate the lirst
ZIP Code candidate (from line 0. Either an image of the candidate
or a response that no candidate was found is returned. If no first
candidate was found. the first candidate is assigned a contidence
value of .. - I" and the control strUctUl"e begins to process the ZIP
Code from the second location. If acand1dateis found in the lirst
location. the candidate IS analyzed to determme the number of
componentS it contains. I f the candidate conwns less than 3 con·
nected components. the candidate is assigned a confidence value
of" - \" and the control strUct:UIe begms to process the ZIP Code
from the second location. If the candidate m the tim location
contamS 3 or more connected components. the candidate is
38
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I
The HZR system rec~ves grey-scale digital images as input.
These images an: dip¥ at 300 pixels per inch and are rectangular blocks that confi~ the entire address. These irIlqes
must be thresholded and
normalized to reIDOW as much of
I
:he writer-dependent , .aracteristics as possible. We haw inciuded routines for bo er removal. thresholdina, and horizontal line removal in 0 . preprocessing algorithms.
3.1. Border Removal

I

An artifact of the dijPtization process is that some images
in the database have a black border in parts of their edges.

This was caused by a ck background on the digitizing table.
on a mailpiece so that it came very
If an address was wri
dose to the edge, the bl~k background might have come into
the tield of view. Wh~ diptized. the borders haw very low
grey levels. If not reID~. the borders can interlere with the
thresholding and conn~ component analysis.
The borders must be
before they an: remowd. nus

retected
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is done by scanning the edges for large, very dark areas. Pixels
on the edge between the black background and the envelope
are used to fit a line to the edge. A best fit line is used to
compensate for local variations along the edge. After the fit.
pixels between the line and the nearest edge are set to white,
effectively removing the border.

3.2. Thresholding
The grey level images that are received by the HZR system
contain only an address block. This is most often composed
of the text and a plain background. The frequent lack of variation in the background and the relatively high degree of contrast between foreground and background simplifies the
thresholding problem. After investigation of several alternative
methods. including experimental implementations. a technique
due to Otsu was adopted that performs quite well on handwritten address images (3J.
This algorithm determines a global threshold which divides
the grey level image into two classes (black and white pixels).
The global threshold is chosen as the value that maximizes the
between-class variance of the grey level image. Experimental
results have demonstrated that this technique performs well for
the HZR application.

3.3. Horizontal Line Removai
Frequently. the words in an address are written on horizontal
machine-printed guidelines that are provided to assist the
writer. Often the handwritten text of the address intersects the
horizontal lines. The text and the lines are then iused during
thresholding and result in an image that is not conducive to
connected component analysis to locate the ZIP Code. and
so on .
...... technique ior horizontal line removal has been developed
to solve this problem. This algorithm makes two passes in scan
line order through a thresholded image. In the first pass. the
width of a pen stroke is estimated. In the second pass. runs
are located that are longer than the stroke width plus a
threshold. These runs are hypOthesized to be horizontal lines and
they are removed.

-'. Zip Code Localion
Before any recogrution can be perrormed. the digit strings
must be located in the image. A line segmentation algorIthm
separates the image mto lines oi te."(t.
~.l.

Line Sel!memQlIon

This bottom-up method is called shadinSf. It takes a
rhresholded imal!e as mput. and divides it into vertical strips.
each 100 pixels wide. In each strip. a horizontal profile (containing one position ior each pixel row I is made. Each position
in the profile (in each strip) is set to I if any image components
pass though that Strlp's row. OtherWISe. the position m the profile is set to ll. Aiter a Strip'S pro rile is determined. the number
of blocks in the Strip is determmed. A block is a group of
;ldiacent profile positions which have a value of I. These

Ie
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considered portions of the strip which contain
image comp nents. All block positions are recorded. unless
they are too smail (vertically), in which case they are considered noise nd are ignored.
After all t e blocks from all the strips are created. the blocks
are connect to form lines (of address block text). Preliminary
testing has s own that blocks from adjacent strips which overlap vertically
usually from the same address line. So. blocks
that are hori ontally adjacent and vertically overlapping are
connected. U ing a set of heuristics. the blocks are connected.
forming a to ological graph. where blocks are represented as
nodes and bl ck connections are represented as node connections. Howev • sorting out the topological map into address
block lines i not a straightforward task. Additional adjustments are n ed in several situations.
Determini g how to adjust the topological map to closely
correspond t the address block lines is an area of ongoing
research. Cur ntly. we are using heuristics to separate (or join)
vertical strip.

Location
e candidate is determined by using information
from the lin segmentation program. digit recognition programs. and ZIP Code location characteristics. The program
returns either a ZIP Code image or a message stating that no
ZIP Code w found.
The ZIP C de location program first reads in the line segmentation res Its and examines only those connected components determi ed to be in the chosen line (the chosen line is
the line in wh ch the system chooses to look for a ZIP Code).
The ZIP C de location program then searches from right
to left looking for a valid ZIP Code candidate. Each connected
component is identified (with some uncertainty) as either a
digit. a dash. r a comma. This is done by using size thresholds
and by applyi g the digit recognition technique to each component. The rogram then uses a set of heuristics to select a
set of connect d components that may be interpreted as a ZIP
Code. In stra' ght-forward cases. the first five components
found will be igits and a gap will be found to the left of the
five compone ts. However. digits are often touching and cannot be identi ed. In addition. it is not always easy to distinguish gaps bet een digits and gaps between words. since their
widths can va considerably.
Using heuri tics. the program gathers up to five connected
components t be a ZIP Code. If a dash is encountered. the
system will ch ck if a reasonable number of components are
to the right of the dash. If not. the program will return a "no
ZIP Code fou d n message. If a reasonable number of components are to t e right of the dash. the program will assume
that it is searc ing ror a 9-digit ZIP Code and look for another
5 digits to the left of the dash.
The prog
continues gathering digits. until it has round
the correct nu ber (5 or 9) of digits. Then. the program will
search to the Ie t of the last component for another digit. This
final step is to make sure the ZIP Code location program has
not chosen the last 5 (or 9) digits of an identification number
(such as a box number). The ZIP Code location program has
been designed 0 return t:Je largest set of recognized digits in
J. ZIP Code I cation. If the ZIP Code location program
39
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returns a ZIP Code with too many digits. it is hoped that during tbe ZIP Code scgJIlcotation or digit recognition the system
will determine that the current candidate bas an invalid number of digits and the candidate will be rejected.
Anotber reason for looking to the left of the last component
for anotber digit is that 9-ciigit ZIP Codes do not always contain an easily distinguished dash. By sean:hing for the extra
digit. the system will often find the entire 9-digit ZIP Code
even when the dash is not identified.
One drawback. to this approach is that characters may be
recogn.izeci as digits and included in the ZIP Code. For instance
the "0" in "CO" (abbreviation for Colorado) may be included
in the ZIP Code. However. in most cases where extra charaetcrs
are induded as ZIP Code digits. the ZIP Code will be rejected
since the ZIP Code contains an invalid number of digits.
Therefore. our ZIP Code location system will tend to have
more rejections and fewer errors. which is necessary to k.ecp
the error rate within the desired limits.
Further improvements to ZIP Code location can be achieved
by using better digit recognition algorithms. Also. the heuristics can be made more sophisticated and more robust. For instance, it may be useful. to tentatively identify the state name
location so that none of the state name charaetcrs are included
in the ZIP Code candidate.

5. ZIP Code Recognition
Our approach for ZIP Code recognition is based on the
traditional segment and classify methodology. This approach
is usually most successful for machine·printed text where the
boundaries for digits are either weU-cieterm.ined or can be
guessed with a reasonably high degree of accuracy. However.
this is not neariy as true in unconstrained handwritten addresses where the text can be cursive or pnnted and where the letters
or digits can be touching.

5.1. Preprocessmg
Several preprocessing steps are applied to a handwritten ZIP
Code before its digits are recognized. The objective of these
steps is to reduce the vanability in ZIP Codes and to give the digit
recognition a1gonthm images that are as free from writerdependent effectS as pOSSible.

positions of ZIP CodelstrlDg's upper line. centralliDc, and lower
line) are also compu~ and ~rded. In addition to the creation
of datasuucwres., ~ operauons are performed on the image.
These include sorting. componcots aa:ordiDa to their heiJhts.
selecting the digit candidates from all the compcments, detecting
and removing of under~ rcmoviDg noise, and R'll'DDYinI Jong
ligawre:s from digit ~
Based on the attribu~ described. the program makes an estimation of the number of digits in the image. In addition. spacing
between connected. couiponcots is used to group componems into
digit clusters. where
cluster is determined to contain one or
more digits.
;
Then, the
and the necessary grouping or disseeting operations are
Onned to generate isolared digit images
from the clusters. To,
nontouching digits, separating line
scgmcots are dIawn to ~dose zones that contain isolated digits.
Grouping Operations!·e sepa:rated blobs and their containing
areas into a completc .t zone. Grouping is often requiIed when
a digit is fragmented
it is thrcshoiQed or whco more than
one blob constitutes a ~mplete digit (digits "4" and .., .. are the
most irequcody seen~.The grouping functiOD merpa components in either neigh , clusters or a single cluster. DLuecting operations split ,nncctcd or touching digitS and try to
maintain the original digit shapes for the purpose of recognition.
Once the number Of~' touching each other is determined, the
splitting routine will ect the proper positions and dissect the
blobintothatnumber , digits. The dissecting positions aredetcrmined by considering ~ factors: the slant angle of the whole
ZIP Code string, the
width of digits in the image, the peaks
and va.IJ.eys detected. f m the lower and upper contour profile
respectively. and then ,berofstrola:sneartheplacewheretouching is predicted. The dissector uses diffcrcot tedm.iques to separate
digits depending on the~factors mentioned above. For example. if
both a peak aDd a valle are found. near the praiiaed position. the
dissca.or will first try draw separaliDg !.iDe segmenu in the gap
, between two digits by directl.y cutting tbrough the toUChing porIion
from the peak to t h e : . If only a peak or valley is fOUDd.
thco a similar operation
"hit and deflect" is performed. This
technique is always " by the slant angle. If no peale or valley
is found. a "single strokd' area will be chosen to CUt through.
After all the pro~''ons have been taken. each codosed singledigit is extracteci
output along with the size of its minimum
bounding rectangle. '

cafh

exttacti0E·

aE'

i

Segmentation

Si::6 Normaiization

Given an image that contalns a full string of ZIP Code digits.
the algorithm segments the Image into regions that each contain
an isolated numencal. The resuiting Images are passed to the isolated numerical recogruuon subsystem. Because a legal ZIP Code
consists of either five or nine digits. this algorithm applies this
knowledge as one or its basIC assumptions ior the invocation of
splitting or merging operations. The technique consists Of the follOWIng major phases: connected component analysis. estimauon
of the number or digits in the input image. and groUPing and dissectIon.
First. the physical attnbutes ,X/Y coordinates. height. width.
area size. etc.) 01 each connectea component m the ZIP Code image are recorded. Other attributes based on the whole string of
digits m the image tits upper and lower conrour protiles. the !cpological relationship between blobs Ie.g.• left of. right oi. etc.). the

All the
..J-'tion algorithms in the HZR systcJD use
the same size no~n algorithm. Size normalization is perfonned in two steps. The flI'St step normalizes for height and the
second for width. This~iis done so that inherently thin digits like
"\" are not distorted 'th respect to thicker digits such as "S".
An input digit of height.hi and WIdth w, pixds IS mapped to hClght
h and width w. Anintcnnediate step is used that produces an image
of size height h' and fidth w' where

c~

.

iw'
,

=p·Wt,.and
h

, p=-;;-.
The variable p hOldJ the proporuon used to scale the heighL
Height normal.ization~ performed by scanning the oria:iDaI image
and for every pixel withicoordinates (X, y). the pixe.l at (x • P. Y • p)

'.
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I

TABLE I. The f~ used for cUpt recopidoD by tile miaed .po

in the normalized image is set to black if and only if the pixel at
(x.)I) is black.
Width norma.liz.ation is given the output of the height normalization and considers twO cases. If w' < w, the height-normalized
image is centered in an area of size h x w. If w' > w, a shear
transformation is performed. This is done by scanning the heightnormaJ.i.zeci image. For t:VetY pixel at )I), the pixel at Ix! w') . w,
y) is set to black if and only if the pixel at (x. )I) is black.

feawre
0
1
2
3

ex.

4

5
6

5.2. Digit Recognition

7
8

Several previous algorithms for handwritten digit recognition have used a hierarchical approach in which more than one
basic algorithm is applied either in sequence or in parallel.
This is done to achieve (i) higher speed by applying the most
efficient algonthms first and accepung !.heir results oniy if confidence is high enough and (ii) greater accuracy by combining the
results of more than one algorithm (1. 5). Instead. we have followed a parallel approach in order to achieve a high recognition rate and a low error rate. Our method includes three algorithms: (0 a template matching algorithm to make a decision
based on the overall holistic characteristics of the image, (ii)
a mixed statistical and structural classifier used on features extracted from the contour of the character. and (iii) a structural
classifier used on information about the size and placement
of strokes in the image, These three algorithms were chosen
because thev utilize different tYPes of information in the image
and thus ha~ a better chance of compensating for each other's
weaknesses. Each of the algorithms is applied to the same digit
image and their resultS are combined with a decision tree to
achieve a classification decision.
The subsequent sections describe each digit recognition algorithm.
Tempiate Alatching

The template matching approach for digit recognition uses
a large library of size-normalized templateS as its traming data.
An input image is recognized by matching 11 to the protOtypes
in the library. The matching criterion is the sum of the
exclusive-or. that is. the number of pixels that are different
between the size-normalized input digit and the size-normalized
prototypes. The smaller this value, the better the match.
,~ digit is classified by this method by detemuning the closest
prototYPe In each class. The difference between the tWO minimum
distances IS computea ana used as a measure of the goodness of
:he match.
,\-fixed Approach: StatLStlCflI and Strucrurrzl Analysis oj Boundary
,4 pproXlmatlon

This method iirst approXImates the contour of a character with
piecewise linear tit. It then computes features trom that tit and
placC3 them 10 a feature vector. This vectOr is matched to a stored
set of labeled prototypC3 and two clasSeS that match bC3t are determined. The matching IS done with both strUctu.ra.l feature teStS
and a weighted Euclidean distance. The structural tC3ts are per;'ormed on features such as the SIze and location of holC3 that ha~
proven useiul in partltiorung a training set into known subsets.
This approach is based on a mettlod that has pl'IMously demon,trated high rec:ognition rates (4).
The leatures that are extracted from these descnptions are
;l

I

pl"Oldl

9
10
IJ

12
13
14

15.16.17
18.19.20
21.22,23

I

:4

descnlXion
of componaus III image (lor 2).
num~f holes in image.
hole d npaon variable.
number of concave arcs on external boundary.
numbej- of concave arcs on left side only.
from the top of the character to
the Ii
second and Lhird lallest concave
ares ~pcctively.
length ioC !.he outside polygonal boundary.
length ,of the outside polygonal boundary from the
top to ~ first concave vertex down the left side.
top y-foordinate of !.he uppennost or only hole.
boao~<OOrdina&e of the uppermost or only hole.
top y, rdinate of the lowest hole. used only if
feawrC fill >= 2.
bo~ y<oordina&e of the lowest hole. used oniy if
fea~fIIl >=2.
ho' mal thickness of component.
openi~g.perimeter and direction.respec:tively. of the
~e arc with !.he largest cavity.
o 'g.perimeter and direction.respec:Uvely. of the
concalve arc with !.he second largest cavity.
0pempg,pc:nmeter and din:cuon.respectively. of the
con;e arc with the Lhird largest cavity.
positi n of the arc with !.he lallest caVity.
num~

distan,t

(1-ri~tside.O-leftside)

I

I

25
26

numt of significant concave arcs on !.he left side.
num, of significant concave arcs on the right side.
(sirnltic:am : ooeninlllDerimeter < 0.9)

I

shown in Table I. The classifier is amixturc: of aStrUcturai, decision
tree classifier that determines in which subset of classes a given
vector belongs. J\ modified k-nearest neighbor classifier is then
used on the featlF vectors in those classes.
Stroke Analysis ~pproach

The structural!method of numeral recognition decomposes a
numeral into strOkes that are used as features for ciassification.
The feature exujactor computeS contour profiles. stroke run!ength. holes anditheir estimated stroke width. Then the numerical
is completely described as a group of nearly hOrizontal strokes
\H-strok'es) and /nearly vertic:al strokes (V-strokes).
The numeral !classifier uses the detected strokes, holes, and
.:haracter profil~ as features. The classifter consists of many rules,
<!acn specifies a ~ type of numeral. These rules ciescribe the
structUre and thd topological criteria of various typeS of numerals.
For example, a fule for a type of digit "0" is the following:
There are twe! H-strolc:es. two V-strolc:es. and one hole; two vstrokes are cor,nected to the upper H-stroKe and the lower Hstroke, one at'left ana one at right; and the hole is pOsitioned
in the center ~f those strokes.
These rules ~ constructed by observing the results of the
stroke ciecompdsition process as applied to j 7.54 numeral samples
of training
We sum.marized the results as different prototlo'PCSo then buil~ the corresponding rules. These rules enabled the
dasslfier to recPgnize 88 percent ot'the 17.54 digits.

daz+
I
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In our CIU'l1mt system, aU recognition results from branches
8 and 9 are rejected. so the ZIP Code in (b) is rejected. Di,its
from branches 8 and 9 are ~ected to keep the error rate within
reasonable limits (theset~ branches have the hiIbest error
rate). Furthermore, the ZIt' Code in h ''08000'' is not a valid
US ZIP Code and would ~ rejected anyway. So, our system
correcdy selects the seconq ZIP Code candidate II the proper
ZIP Code and returns "lP036" as the result.
In the design phase, .:J:n~gOrithms for the HZR system
were designed using a ' "
'data set of 1000 handwritten
address images. The perfo~ce of the system was tested using SOO other images. Allithe images were gatb.ered from liw
mail at the USPS sectio~ center fac:ility in Buffalo, New
York. The results shown ~ 'DIble II describe the system performance as of March 1, 1989 (see Section 1 for further information). As we haw descrlbed. the HZR system resean:h is
ongoing and system performance is being improved on a (nearly) day-to-day basis.
1
For each test imaae, tqe HZR system returned one of two
responses: a ZIP Code (S- or 9-digit) or a rejec:tioD message.
A rejection messqe indicated that the system did not fmd
sufficient information ~ determine a ZIP Code value.
The contents of each ~ had been manually mmineci
and entered into an ind~ The desired response for each image
was determined by ~I the index entries for the proper
images. A correct respo. would be the proper ZIP Code (if
present) or a rejection (ift no ZIP Code was present). The per-

ArbillJllion Procedure

The results of applying the three digit recognition algorithms
discussed above are combined using the decision nee shown in
Figwe2. The tirst branch ofthedecis.ion nee is: ifthebestdecis.ion
of the three techniques agrees. then output thal decision. The confidence associated with that decision is 0.996. which reflects the
proportion of corm:t decisions with a traming set of 8142 digits.
Subsequent tests check other combinations of decisions. Altogether there are nine such tests in the tree.

6. Performance Evaluation
An example of the operation of the complete system is
shown in Figure 3. Some of the intermediate processing steps
of an image are shown. A grey level image is shown in (a).
The thresholded image is shown in (b). Next, underlining is
removed (c) and twO ZIP Code candidates are extracted from
each of the bottom two lines (d and e). In this example, the
worci "ZIP CODE" is placed in the bottom most line by the
line segmentation program. The ZIP Code segmentation segments each of the ZIP Code candidates (f and g). The segmented digits are passed to digit recognition algorithms and
the results are seen in (h) and (i). For the recognition results.
the first value is the value of the recogru.zed "digit". The second
value is the confidence. The third value is the branch number
from tile decision tree.
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formance of the recognition system was measured by comparing the system's response for each image to the appropriate
index entry.
For each image. one of three outcomes was possible. A
CORRECT response meant that the recognition system
response matched the index entry ZIP Code or that the index
entry indicated no ZIP Code was present and the recognition
system returned a rejection message. A REJECT response
meant that the recognition system returned a rejection message
and the index entry indicated that a ZIP Code exists for that
image. An ERROR response occurs when the system returns
a ZIP Code that is different from the value listed in the index
entry (including cases where the index entry indicates no ZIP
Code exists). Using these outcomes, we were able to determine
the overall system response.
Further analysis was done to detenrune the exact causes of
failure (both rejects and errors,. By analyzing the failure rate of
the HZR system we round that the primary causes of failure and
the percentages they account for are ZIP Code location (48070),
digit recognition i 18 %). preprocessmg [primarily underline removal (14 %)1. and line segmentation failures 15 %).

7. Discussion
The system described in this paper is able to correctly recognize 51.8070 oi the ZIP Codes with an error rate of 2.4070.
Although the basic algorithms are the same. a number of improvements have been made since this paper was originally
submitted. Our current improved system correctly recognizes
i2.20J0 of the ZIP Codes with an error rate of 2.4070. Although
many refinements contrtbuted to the higher success rate. the
major advance was m ZIP Code location. The improved location system creates a feature map of the address block. The
feature map mcludes likely location of the city name. state
name, and ZIP Code. The ieature map allows us to examine
a variety of information which is helpful in identifying the ZIP
Code location and the iocatlon of other words in the address
(Le., if a line contains a city name followed by the state name.
the line below is likely to contam the ZIP Code). The next
two sections describe our future directions.

ZIP Code

LOCQlion

The ZIP Cude location aigorIthm described in this paper
identifies digits. dashes. and commas and then tries to locate
the ZIP Code based on the spacmg and size of these components. This approacn has difficulties since not all ZIP Codes
will look like digits «prior to segmentatIon) and some non-ZIP
Code digits (such as box numoers' wiilloolc identical to ZIP
Codes. Global information aoout the address block is needed
to isolate ZIP Codes.
For instance. knowmg the location of the street address can
help airect our search for the lIP Code. since the ZIP Code
will usually be below the street address. If we knew the approximate location ot the state name. this mav help prevent us from
including characters trom the state name In the ZIP Code can·
didate.
Our improveQ svstem develoos a map of the address bloclc
usinlJ the locanon of features SUCh as the state and city names.
The map is used as an on:ramzanonal device to main tam infor·

mation about the inlllge and helps direct the search for a particular address bIOC~.
Another advantage! of creating an address map is that the
knowledge is availab~ to the conuol strUCtUre. The heuristics
used by the ZIP Code location program were originally buried
inside the program. ~ving the address block information out of
the individual prograzhs and into a globally aca:ssible database
gives us greater tlexibpity in how the knowledge is used. In addition. the more accessible the informanon is, the more likely that
the proper infonnaum:a will be available when it is needed.
One example of us,ful information that may become available is contextual inf~rmation. Identifying the Stale name (or
the first letters of the ,state name) may provide additional clues
as to where the ZIP ~ode digits stan. So, work on ZIP Code
location is focused ?n the development of a top-down approach that uses a wT variety of infonnation.

Digit Recognition
There are many ateas that can be pursued to improve the
accuracy of digit ~gnition. Because our system is based on
several algorithms a*plied in parallel. our fllSt effort will be
to add another recowtion algorithm. We have had a pure rulebased metbod that lUlalyzes the contour of a digit under development for s~ months. Recently, we have begun to test
this technique. Preliminary results are similar to those we
achieved with the ot~er methods. Therefore. it can be expected
that a similar effect [can be achieved if we add this classifier
to our parallel schem,. namely. an increased. rale of correct recognition and a lower error rate.
Another way to inrprove performance is to read ZIP Codes
without segmenting [them. We have developed a preliminary
plan of how to do thjis. Our method will be based on the template matching digit recognizer. A ZIP Code will first be normalized for heig.b~. The prototypes will be matched
continuously across ~he image. A ZIP decision will be based
on a combination
these results.
We also plan to inhstigate the application of digit recognition during segment4tion. As the segmentation program oper·
ates. it would be useful to know if a certain cut was performed
whether the digits vyould be recogruzed. If they are. then it
is a good bet that t~s is a proper cut to make. The ability
uf such a scheme to improve digit recognition will be determined.
A thorough met~od of contextual post-processing (CPP)
also should be deve~oped. CPP uses external information to
compensate for and detect errors or correct rejected digits.
Right now we are u~ing a dictionary of allowable ZIP Codes
to checlc the validiry,of a ZIP Code. We would like to develop
a more complete m~hod that uses the allowable digits prOvided by the diction~ to perform digit recognition again. The
difference would belthat this time the classes could be con·
stra.lOed ahead of tithe. This couid potentially be very helpful
information in that if could eliminate the consideration of illegal classes. This woUld be useful in the templale matching and
mixed approaches t~at use sets of prototypes where such topdown knowledge could be useful.
Another way to improve digit recogrution is to use infonnation
about the idenuty of ~ity and stale names. We have severa! rechniques under development for character recogrution that couid
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prove useful. They will be funher developed and theIr utility will
be determined.
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